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By Jenny Moyer

Square Fish, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. In
this jaw-dropping young adult debut, a sixteen-year-old girl living in a radiation-laden world must
fight for her freedom. When the flash curtain fell, it divided them. Now those behind the curtain
must risk their lives to reach freedom on the other side. Orion and her caving partner, Dram, are
Subpars, expected to mine the dangerous tunnels of Outpost Five for precious cirium--the only
element that can shield humanity from the deadly particles emanating from a wall of radiation
called the flashfall. Behind the flashfall: slow but certain death. Beyond it: the protected city, where
miners who ve collected enough cirium to earn entry can live safe from radiation. But when
newcomers arrive at Outpost Five, disturbing revelations make Orion question everything she
thought she knew about life on both sides of the cirium shield. As conditions at the outpost grow
increasingly dangerous, it s up to Orion to forge a way past the flashfall--and beyond the world as
she knows it. Flashfall is a thrilling young adult novel from debut author Jenny Moyer. And don t
miss the sequel, Flashtide. Praise for Flashfall Flashfall is a...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth acquiring. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston

The best ebook i possibly read. I have go through and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once again again later on. Its been printed in an
extremely simple way which is simply after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Telly Hessel-- Telly Hessel
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